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Abstract. The U-Mart project has been working on artificial market
research based on agent-based modeling since 1999 in order to design
institutions that can be applied directly to the real world. As part of
its activities, we developed artificial futures market simulators called
the Itayose-based U-Mart System (the U-Mart system Ver.2) and the
Zaraba-based U-Mart System (the U-Mart system Ver.4). In this paper,
we introduce the U-Mart toolkit which is currently being developed. The
U-Mart toolkit is a general-purpose artificial market development toolkit
library to facilitate developing various artificial market simulators. The
U-Mart toolkit not only makes it possible to independently use useful
modules in the U-Mart systems developed so far but also makes it easy
to execute parameter survey using only machine agents.
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1 Introduction

In the financial market, transaction volumes are increasing year by year. There-
fore, the degree to which financial markets affect the economy is increasing.
Therefore, analysis on market stability and influence of institutional design has
become important. Since the empirical research in real markets is impossible in
many cases, the artificial market approach attracts much attention [1–4].

Since 1999, the U-Mart project [5] has been conducting artificial market
research based on agent-based modeling in order to design institutions that can
be applied directly to the real world. In the U-Mart project, we have designed
and implemented artificial futures markets called the U-Mart system [8, 7, 6].
Since the beginning, we have aimed to be able to conduct experiments in which
humans (human agents) and transaction algorithms (machine agents) coexist.

The U-Mart system has been highly valued not only as a research tool for
market systems and trading algorithms but also as an educational tool in the
fields of economics and engineering. However, the existing U-Mart system has
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two major problems. The first problem is that it is not supposed to recycle some
modules in the U-Mart system, such as the Iteyose-based pricing module or
the Zaraba-based pricing module. The second problem is that it is cumbersome
to execute parameter survey using only machine agents where random number
series, combination of agents, other institution parameters, etc. are changed.

In this paper, we introduce the U-Mart toolkit which is currently being de-
veloped to remedy the two problems of the current U-Mart system. The U-Mart
toolkit is a general-purpose artificial market development toolkit library to fa-
cilitate developing various artificial market simulators. The U-Mart toolkit not
only makes it possible to independently use useful modules in the U-Mart sys-
tems developed so far but also makes it easy to execute parameter survey using
only machine agents.

Section 2 introduces the U-Mart system developed by the U-Mart project so
far and discusses the problems of the current U-Mart system. In Section 3, in
order to remedy the problems of the current U-Mart system, we introduce the
U-Mart toolkit which is currently being developed. In Section 4, we summarize
this paper and discuss future work.

2 U-Mart systems

2.1 History

Since the first version was released in 2000, the U-Mart system has been im-
proved through open experiments and used as teaching materials for university
education. In 2002, we compiled the knowledge learned so far and redeveloped
a new system with full scratch. This system is called the U-Mart system Ver. 2
(the Itayose-based U-Mart system) [8, 7, 6]. The Itayose-based U-Mart system is
a highly complete system that can seamlessly perform network experiments, ex-
periments in a stand-alone environment, real-time experiments including human
agents, and acceleration experiments with machine agents. In 2011, the U-Mart
system Ver. 4 (the Zaraba-based U-Mart system) [6] adopting the Zaraba-based
pricing system used in many current markets was proposed. Using the Zaraba-
based U-Mart system, it was also possible to study various stock markets that
could not be handled with the Iteyose-based U-Mart system. Currently, the latest
U-Mart system is the Zaraba-based U-Mart system.

2.2 Itayose-based U-Mart System (U-Mart System Ver.2)

The Itayose-based U-Mart system is an order-driven artificial market that adopts
the batch auction method, which is called “Itayose” in Japanese. This system is
a model of a single exchange managing a single futures market of a single brand.
This system deals with a single brand. Agents trade a virtual futures index of
an existing spot index which is traded outside of the system such as Nikkei 225
and S & P 500. The futures prices in the virtual market emerge as the results of
interactions among trader agents. Human agents as well as machine agents can
participate in the market via the network at the same time.
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Fig. 1. The configuration diagram of the Itayose-based U-Mart system
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Fig. 2. An example of the schedule of the Itayose-based U-Mart system

Fig. 1 shows the configuration diagram of the system. The system is designed
as a client-server model. It consists of the market server and the human agent
trading terminal. The market server is modeled on a stock exchange in the real
world. It is responsible for order management, account management, contract
process, and so on. The market server comprises multiple modules as shown in
Fig. 1.

The time is represented by day and session in the Itayose-based U-Mart
system. A day consists of several sessions and post-trading hours as shown in
Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, the schedule has six sessions per day. During trading hours, the
exchange of the Itayose U-Mart system accepts orders from traders. At the end
of every session, a contract price is determined by the Itayose method. Market-
to-market is done daily in post-trading hours. Settlement is done using the spot
price at the due date.

The left figure in Fig. 3 shows the GUI (Graphical User Interface) of the
market server. The human agent trading terminal is a GUI program that is used
by a human in order to participate in trade over the network. The GUI program
is designed to provide an intuitive and easy-to-use environment. The right figure
in Fig. 3 shows the GUI of the human agent trading terminal.
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Fig. 3. Screen shots of the Itayose-based U-Mart system

2.3 Zaraba-based U-Mart System (U-Mart System Ver.4)

This section introduces the Zaraba-based U-Mart system (U-Mart Ver.4). The
Zaraba-based U-Mart system has the following features comapred to the Itayose-
based U-Mart system.

– The Zaraba-based U-Mart system supports the continuous double auction
method, which is called‘’Zaraba” in Japanese in addition to the Itayose
method as pricing methods. The Zaraba method is adopted in almost all the
money markets in the world including the Tokyo Stock Exchange (TSE).

– The Zaraba-based U-Mart system supports spot and/or futures maket(s) of
multiple brands. Agents can trade not only futures but also spot of multiple
brands in the Zaraba-based U-Mart system. This enables users to investigate
correlation of spot and futures prices of multiple brands.

– Various institutions can be easily investigated in the Zaraba-baesd U-Mart
system. Users not only can use predefined institutions such as tick size and
quote parameters which are adopted in TSE but also can define original
institutions to investigate their effect. Tick size is an increment by which
prices move. Quote parameters define the range of price fluctuation. The
next execution price must be within some range around the most recently
executed price.

Fig. 4 shows the configuration diagram of the Zaraba-based U-Mart sys-
tem. The Zaraba-based U-Mart system consists of the market server and the
human agent trading terminal as the Itayose-based U-Mart system does. The
market server comprises multiple modules as shown in Fig. 4. Each module
in the Zaraba-based U-Mart system has been modified significantly from the
Itayose-based U-Mart system because the time management system is different
from that of the Itayose-based U-Mart system.

The time is represented by day, session and unit time (ut) in the Zaraba-
based U-Mart system. One ut is the minimum unit of time. Fig. 5 is an example
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Fig. 4. The configuration diagram of the Zaraba-based U-Mart system
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Fig. 5. An example of the schedule of the Zaraba-based U-Mart system

of the schedule of the Zaraba-based U-Mart system. Opening and closing prices
are determined by the Itayose method and other prices by the Zaraba method
as done in TSE.

The left figure in Fig. 6 shows the GUI of the market server of the Zaraba-
based U-Mart system. The Zaraba-based U-Mart system provides an easy-to-use
trading terminal for human agents as shown in the right figure in Fig. 6. The
trading terminal provides users rich information such as technical indicators.
This enables users to make decisions easily and quickly.

3 U-Mart Toolkit

The Zaraba-based U-Mart system has two major problems. The first problem
is that it is not supposed to recycle some modules in the U-Mart system, such
as the Iteyose-based pricing module or the Zaraba-based pricing module. This
is because the Zaraba-based U-Mart system is designed as a framework, which
means that each module in the U-Mart depends on each other and it is difficult
to use it separately as a library. In particular, since almost all the modules rely
on a complex time model where day, session and ut are used, it is difficult to use
the modules of the Zaraba-based U-Mart system when markets adopting other
time models are implemented. The second problem is that it is cumbersome
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Fig. 6. Screen shots of the Zaraba-based U-Mart system

to execute parameter survey using only machine agents where random number
series, combination of agents, other institution parameters, etc. are changed.

The U-Mart toolkit is a general-purpose artificial market development toolkit
that we are currently developing to remedy the problems of the above-mentioned
existing U-Mart system. The U-Mart toolkit is a general-purpose artificial mar-
ket development toolkit library to facilitate developing various artificial market
simulators. The U-Mart toolkit allows users to easily use the useful modules of
the existing U-Mart system independently as a library. In addition, the U-Mart
toolkit employs a simple time model that uses only time steps. Furthermore,
the U-Mart toolkit provides a module that makes it easy to execute parame-
ter survey using only machine agents. The U-Mart toolkit is an object-oriented
Java-based library. The following describes the modules of the U-Mart toolkit.

3.1 Order management module

The order management module consists of an order class named“UOrder”and
an order manager class named“ UOrderMager”.

The order class maintains information such as its action type indicating
‘new’,‘repay’,‘cancel’or‘change’, its trading type indicating‘buy’,‘sell’
or‘ none”, its order type indicating‘ limit’or‘market’, its price, its volume,
a user name making this order, a time step when this order was submitted, its
ID and the target ID of the order agreed with this order.

The order manager class provides methods for agents to make orders, to
change orders and to cancel orders. The order manager class manages all the
orders made by agents.

3.2 Itayose-based pricing module

The Itayose-based pricing module matches orders form agents and determines a
price by the Itayose method. The Itayose method is a pricing method in which all
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buy and sell orders are compared and a price is determined so that the number
of executed orders is the maximum as shown in Fig. 7. The priority of the orders
is as follows:

1. Order-type priority
Market orders have priority over limit orders. A limit order is an order to
buy/sell at no more/less than a specific price. A market order is an order to
be executed at the current market price.

2. Price priority
A sell/buy limit order at a lower/higher price has a higher priority. If there
are many orders indicating the same price, the rule of time priority is applied.

3. Time priority
If two orders indicate the same price, the older one has a higher priority
than the newer one. If these two orders are placed in the same session, the
priority is determined randomly.
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Fig. 7. The Itayose method

The Itayose-based pricing module allows markets to check market instruc-
tions such as circuit breakers and price limitations twice per transaction as shown
in Fig. 8. As shown in Fig. 8, the step of the temporary contract enables mar-
kets to check market institutions such as price limitations before contract. This
allows users to simulate various markets in the real world.

The Itayose-based pricing module mainly consists of a processed order in-
formation class named“ UProcessedOrderInformation” and an Itayose-based
pricing class named“ UCallAuction”.

The processed order information class maintains its ID, the IDs of two
matched orders, a time step when it was processed, its price, its volume and
its brand name.
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Fig. 8. The transaction process with the Itayose-based pricing module

The Itatyose-based pricing class provides methods to execute temporary con-
tract and contract. The temporary contract method takes an order manager in-
stance and returns a processed order information instance including a price and
a transaction volume. The contract method takes the order manager instance
and the processed order information instance and returns a list of processed
order information instances.

3.3 Zaraba-based pricing module

The Zaraba-based pricing module determines a price and a volume by the Zaraba
method. The Zaraba method is a pricing method in which a new order is matched
with existing orders, and a price is determined by auction-like process as shown
in Fig. 9. The priority of the orders is the same as that in the Itayose-based
pricing module.

The Zaraba-based pricing module allows markets to check market instruc-
tions such as circuit breakers and price limitations twice per transaction as the
Itayose-based pricing module does. The step of the temporary contract enables
markets to check market institutions such as price limitations before contract.
This allows users to simulate various markets in the real world.

The Zaraba-based pricing module mainly consists of the processed order
information class shared with the Itayose-based pricing module and a Zaraba-
based pricing class named“ UContinuousSession”.

The Zaraba-based pricing class provides methods to execute temporary con-
tract and contract. The temporary contract method takes a new order instance
and an order manager instance and returns a processed order information in-
stance including a price and a transaction volume. The contract method takes
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the order manager instance and the processed order information instance and
returns a list of processed order information instances.

3.4 Account management module

The account management module manages a position and profit and loss for a
brand of an agent. Currently, it supports only futures markets. Other types of
markets will be supported in near future.

The account management module has an account management class named
“UProfitAndPositionManagerForFutures”. This class provides methods to reg-
ister a contracted order, to do mark-to-market at the end of the day and to do
settlement.

3.5 Logging and report module

The logging and report module provides functions to facilitate data logging and
making reports. This module mainly consists of the following four classes.

– TCCsvData class provides methods to write/read data to a file in the CSV
format and to apply various operations to the data.

– TCTeXTable class takes a TCCsvData instance and converts it to a table in
TeX format.

– TCTeXGnuplot class takes a TCCsvData instance and converts it to multiple
graphs in TeX formant using the gnuplot.

– TCScreenGnuplot class takes a TCCsvData instance and displays it as mul-
tiple graphs on screen by using the gnuplot.

3.6 Parameter survey module

The parameter survey module allows users to execute parameter survey in par-
allel and seamlessly not only on PCs but also on PC clusters or supercomputers
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where the SSH service and a job management service such as TORQUE [9],
SLURM [10] and Univa Grid Engine [11] work and Java is installed. The param-
eter survey module works without database service. In parameter survey, users
can set the values of primitive-type variables and the instances of class-type
variables with external configuration files, which is realized by the dependency
injection (DI) mechanism [12]. The parameter survey module also summarizes
the results of parameter survey generated by the logging module in a single CSV
file.

A user needs to execute the following steps for parameter survey on a PC.

1. Create directories and configuration files for parameter survey. This is done
by writing a short Java program using TCJavaExperimentDesigner class.

2. Run a program named“TCExecutor”with a command line argument of the
directory where the directories and configuration files were made in Step 1.
TCExecutor performs parameter survey according to the configuration files
made in Step 1.

3. Run a program named “TCSummarizer” to summarize the results.

A user can execute parameter survey on a remote PC cluster or a remote
supercomputer by doing almost the same operations as those required on a PC.
The differences are executing a program named“TCRemoteParallelExecutor”
instead of TCExecutor in Step 2 and downloading results from the remote PC
cluster or the remote supercomputer by executing a program named “TCResult-
Downloader” in Step 3.

1. Create directories and configuration files for parameter survey. This is done
by writing a short Java program using TCJavaExperimentDesigner class.

2. Run TCRemoteParallelExecutor with a command line argument of the di-
rectory where the directories and configuration files were made in Step 1.
TCRemoteParallelExecutor uploads all the directories and files necessary
for parameter survey to the remote PC cluster or the remote supercomputer
automatically and submits jobs necessary for parameter survey on the re-
mote PC cluster or the remote supercomputer according to the configuration
files made in Step 1.

3. Download all the directories and configuration files and resulting files from
the remote PC cluster or the remote supercomputer by using a program
named “TCResultDownloader” after the parameter survey is finished. A
user can check whether all the experiments on the remote PC cluster or
the remote supercomputer are finished or not by using a program named
“ TCStatusChecker”.

4. Run a program named“ TCSummarizer”to summarize the results.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced“U-Mart toolkit”which is currently being developed
to facilitate not only developing various artificial market simulators and but also
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doing parameter survey seamlessly on a PC, a PC cluster and a supercomputer.
The U-Mart toolkit is a general-purpose artificial market development toolkit
library that makes it possible to independently use useful modules in the U-Mart
systems developed so far. The U-Mart toolkit provides the Itayose-based pricing
module, the Zaraba-based pricing module, the account management module, the
logging and report module and the parameter survey module.

In future work, we would like to extend the functions of each module to handle
more various markets and institutions. Also, we have a plan to reimplement the
Zaraba-based U-Mart system to enhance its generality.
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